no         SCHILLER AND THE TYPE-FRQBLKM
Schiller have misunderstood himself? It would almost
seem so—otherwise he could not argue thus against
himself, The poet sing's of a spring of unsullied beauty
which flows beneath every age and gcncsnititm, and is
constantly swelling in every human heart. It is not the
man of ancient Greece, the poet means, but the old pajjnn
in ourselves; that piece of eternal, unspoiled nature awl
natural beauty which lies unconscious but living within
us, whose reflected splendour transfigures the shapes of
former days, and for whose sake we even embrace the,
error that those distant men actually pos.se.sscd the beauty
which we are seeking, It is the archaic man in ourselves,
who, rejected by our collectively orientated consciousness,
appears to us as hideous and inaeceptable, but who is
nevertheless the bearer of that beauty which we elsewhere
unavailingly seek, This is the man the poet Schiller
means, but the thinker Schiller mistakes him for his
Grecian prototype. But what the thinker cannot logically
deduce from all his massed material, and at which he
labours in vain, the poet in symbolical language reveals
to him as a promised land.
It is now sufficiently clear from all that has been said
that every attempt at an adjustment of the one-sided
differentiation of the human being of our times has to
reckon with the serious acceptance of the inferior* because
undifferentiated, functions. No attempt at mediation will
succeed which does not understand how to release the
energies of the inferior functions and to lead them over
into differentiation, This process can take place only in
accordance with the laws of energetics, i,tt a potential
must be created which offers the latent energies a possi-
bility of coming into play*
It would -be a hopeless task—which nevertheless has
been often undertaken and as often foundered—to trans-
form an inferior function directly into a superior ona

